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The case for indexation in multi-asset portfolios 

Written by: Nico Katzke, Head of Portfolio Solutions at Satrix 
 

The maxim of not placing all your eggs in one basket still holds true today. But it often fails to capture the true 

meaning of diversification. Spreading your money across 100 stocks might seem prudent, but if those shares are 

highly correlated, the benefits of diversification may elude you. Instead, investors should aim for portfolios that 

are diversified by asset type, rather than just by number. 

In this piece, we discuss the benefits of diversification in a multi-asset (MA) framework achieved through low-cost 

index products. 

Asset class diversification 

Diversification is the spreading of investment risk across multiple sources of return. The concept is well-
understood, but often there’s not enough focus on what happens to correlations when markets experience a 

significant downturn. During such periods, correlations inside single asset classes like equities, bonds or 

commodities tend to increase, undermining diversification. Being invested in just one of these asset classes, albeit 

broadly, is like having all your eggs in different baskets on a single truck that rolls down an embankment. 

The average monthly return correlations (calculated annually) between the 40 largest companies on the JSE 

according to market capitalisation, typically range between +0.20 and +0.35 (+1 would see all share prices move 

in unison). During the pandemic-related market turmoil, this level rose to well over +0.60.  
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Correlations between asset classes (local equities, local bonds, local cash, global equity, global bonds and local 

property, all priced in ZAR) were significantly lower, ranging between -0.1 to +0.1, with the high of just over +0.30 
reached in the 2020 crash. 

Historically, MA funds that provide diversification across asset classes have been actively managed. Such fund 

managers have the discretion to change the portfolio’s asset allocation as they see fit, hoping to overweight the 
outperforming asset classes and vice versa. Some have been successful. But the fluctuating risk profile that 

comes with active asset allocation, the inherent philosophy of ‘timing’ the market, and the relatively higher cost 

involved, are unsuitable dynamics for many astute investors. 

Well-diversified, low-cost, MA portfolios that are built using indexation are a viable alternative for investors with 

such concerns. We explore this investment case next. 

Should MA solutions use indexation? 

The virtues of index-based solutions are well known within certain asset classes, like equities, where the term 

‘passive investing’ is often used to refer to low-cost, rules-based alternatives. The market is also beginning to 

catch on to its use in MA investing. While assets under management (AUM) of rules-based index alternatives are 

still below 10% of the market, its share has grown by over 50% in the last two years. Much of this boils down to 

value for money. 

The annual total expense ratio (TER) for the 10 largest actively managed MA funds, which collectively manage 

around 70% of assets in the market, ranges between 1.06% and 2.02%. This compares with a median TER of 

0.57% for the MA solutions using indexation but is there sufficient justification for the high fee differential? 

Understanding the difference between strategic asset allocation (SAA) and tactical asset allocation (TAA) is 

important in this debate. A fund’s SAA is a set of long-term weightings to each of the different asset classes (50% 

local equity, 25% bonds and 25% foreign equity, for example) derived from the fund’s investment strategy and 
objectives. These target asset class weightings generally hold for different market conditions and therefore are 

re-evaluated infrequently by both actively managed and indexed solutions. TAA is when managers deviate from 

the SAA weightings. These tactical decisions can be organic (allowing weights to drift with market movements, 

for example) or deliberate (such as deciding to move out of property or into bonds, generally termed ‘timing’). 

For the vast majority of MA funds (active and indexed), the bulk of returns stem from the longer-term SAA 

decisions. Where active MA fund managers would justify their higher fees based on their ability to make productive 

TAA calls, MA funds using indexation would typically take a longer-term view and refrain from actively changing 

course. The simple question then is whether the evidence supports TAA activity and, therefore, serves as 

sufficient justification for the sizeable difference in fees. 

In the past year, several academic studies have asked this same question. One study titled “Static Indexing Beats 

Tactical Asset Allocation” compared the value added by TAA decisions in global MA portfolios. Its findings show 

definitively that a representative blend of funds making active TAA calls significantly underperforms its SAA-
focused indexed alternatives. This echoed the findings of another paper, “Is Tactical Allocation a Winning 

Strategy?”, which looked at the performance of global MA funds over a two-decade period, concluding simply that 

“…investors would have been better off with passively managed (indexed) funds that followed benchmark 

indexes… and that long-term strategic allocation is the best course of action.” For the most part, timing allocations 

between asset classes has been unsuccessful. 
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We see a similar trend when analysing the SAA versus the TAA dynamic in our local market. Below, we illustrate 

the fees paid (TER) and returns achieved on a five-year basis for local MA funds. The bubble size indicates fund 
AUM, with the blue line showing the regression correlation between fees and returns. Grey dots indicate actively 

managed funds, while green dots are indexed-based solutions. 

 

  Chart 1: Net of fee returns vs TER of SA Multi-Asset High Equity funds 

 

Source: Morningstar retail funds as at 31 July 2021 | Largest 10 funds by market value as at 31 May 2021 | Annualised returns indicate the 

average annual return after compounding 

The first observation is that size doesn’t seem to have an impact on performance. The second is that funds with 

lower TERs (typically index trackers) tend to outperform those with higher TERs. The latter point deserves 

reflection. Very active MA funds, which usually have higher TERs, should have benefitted from the opportunities 

presented by the above-average volatility experienced in most asset classes over the last five years. Much of their 

appeal is predicated on their ability to be nimble. Perhaps this underscores the difficulty of consistently getting 

TAA calls right. 

Focus on what matters 

The stellar performance of index-based strategies is attributable to two characteristics at the heart of any 
sensible approach to MA investing: 

 a focus on identifying the best SAA from a risk-reward perspective and then remaining disciplined and 
patient; an 

 not allowing high fees (management and trading) to erode wealth creation. 

If you accept that picking winners within an asset class is both expensive (it requires more resources and 

increased trading costs at the manager’s level) and very difficult to execute (as demonstrated above), it follows 

that the focus for MA investing should be on finding the optimal SAA (reviewed and adjusted periodically). The 

focus should also be on using low-cost, well-diversified index fund building blocks to represent the asset classes. 
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How does this work in practice? 

The Satrix Balanced Index Fund, highlighted in Chart 1, is a good example of an indexed solution to MA fund 

management. The asset class building blocks used are all well-diversified index funds, such as the Bloomberg 

Barclays Aggregate Global Bond Index and the local All-Bond Index for interest-bearing instruments, as well as 

the MSCI All Country World Index, consisting of almost 3 000 companies globally. For the local equity component, 

Satrix uses an optimised multi-factor solution, SmartCore™, which accounts for good value, momentum and 

quality characteristics of local companies. This allows the targeting of higher returns while maintaining a well-

diversified mix of local stocks.  

Weights allocated to the different asset classes are based on the collective views of the greater Sanlam group’s 

investment professionals and economists and are optimised to a range of possible return scenarios. Weights are 

allowed to drift (as a result of market movements) before being brought back to the target SAA every six months. 
The longer-term SAA is re-evaluated every two years following a rigorous research effort.  

The benefits of this patient strategy were recently on display after the precipitous fall and the recovery in the SA 

property and equity sectors. Many active managers reduced their growth asset exposure and locked in losses, 
while SAA-focused, indexed MA funds would have largely benefitted from its recovery since.  

The long-term oriented approach typical of indexed solutions also keeps management and trading costs low, with 

the savings ultimately passed on to the investor. This is especially important for retirement wealth creation; saving 
even a fraction of a percent in costs has a material impact on returns in the long run given the mechanics of 

compounding. The following chart compares the performance, net of fees, of the peer group median for active 

and index-based MA alternatives. 

Chart 2:  Net returns of SA Multi-Asset High Equity funds to 31 July 2021 

 

Source: Morningstar retail funds as at 31 July 2021 | Returns in excess of 1 year are annualised. Annualised returns indicate 
the average annual return after compounding 
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Notable from this figure, is the consistent outperformance of rules-based index alternatives over all indicated time 

periods. Interesting to note from it, too, is the outperformance of the Satrix Balanced Index Fund compared to its 
rules-based peers, highlighting the additional performance benefit of incorporating smart beta/factor strategies 

versus broad market indices. 

Conclusion 

When it comes to long-term wealth creation, diversification and patience are key. Balanced index funds are 

designed to deliver those elements by using well-diversified index funds as building blocks and sticking with long-

term strategic asset allocations. In addition, the erosive effect of high fees – both management and trading – on 

returns are avoided. Combined, these features position a balanced index offering as an essential part of any well-

diversified, long-term investment strategy. 

The future is uncertain. That will not change. Changing our investment habits to grow wealth through diversified 

and low-cost solutions remains within our reach. 
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Glacier Research would like to thank Nico Katzke for his contribution to this week’s 
Funds on Friday. 
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